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Recently, an efficient reversible lossless data hiding algorithm by Ni et al. was presented.
Their fast algorithm can recover the original image without any distortion and its PSNR
lower bound is higher than that of all existing reversible data hiding algorithms. Instead
of selecting the peak-valley pairs in a greedy way, this paper presents a dynamic program-
ming-based reversible data hiding algorithm to determine the most suitable peak-valley
pairs such that the embedding capacity object can be maximized. Based on some artificial
map images, experimental results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm has 9%
embedding capacity improvement ratio and has the similar image quality performance
when compared to Ni et al.’s algorithm although it has some execution-time degradation.
For natural images, the embedding capacity of Ni et al.’s algorithm is very close to the max-
imal embedding capacity obtained by our proposed algorithm. Furthermore, the compari-
son between our proposed dynamic programming-based algorithm and the reversible data
hiding algorithm by Chang et al. is investigated.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Data hiding is an important technique for authentication, identification, annotation, and copyright protection [8]. In the
past decades, many types of data hiding algorithms have been developed, such as the least significant bit plane (LSB)-based
algorithm [14,16,24,5], the spread-spectrum-based data hiding algorithm [9,23,21,11,18,19], the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD)-based algorithm [17,6,7,3], and the vector quantization (VQ)-based scheme [15,2]. Among these developed data
hiding algorithms, the hiding data can be embedded into images without causing visual degradation. However, once the ori-
ginal image has been modified by the data hiding algorithm, it is very hard to recover the original image from the marked
one when the receiver demands to use the original image.

In order to reverse the marked image back to the original one, some reversible data hiding algorithms have been devel-
oped to achieve the reversibility goal for the marked image. Based on the modulo 256 addition, Honsinger et al. presented
the first reversible algorithm [13] to embed data into gray images. By using the lossless multiresolution transform, Macq and
Deweyand [20] decomposed the original image into several subbands and applied the modulo 256 addition to embed data
into these decomposed subbands. In [10], Fridrich et al. first compressed some selected bit planes of the original image, and
then both the hidden data and the compressed bit planes were embedded into the selected bit planes. Due to concentrating
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on the authentication, the above three reversible data hiding algorithms only provide limited data hiding capacity, i.e. lim-
ited embedding capacity.

To increase the capacity of the reversible data hiding, Goljan et al. [12] segmented the original image into non-over-
lapping blocks and classified each block into two types. The hidding data is embedded by flipping a block from one type
to the other type and the original type of each block is also embedded for reversibility. Based on the integer wavelet
transform, Xuan et al. [25] embedded the data into the selected bit planes of wavelet coefficients in middle and high
frequency subbands. The binary values of selected bit planes are first compressed losslessly, and then they are embedded
into the original image together with the hiding data. Celik et al. [1] quantized gray values and then by using the pre-
dictive coding, these quantized gray values were used as the side information to losslessly compress the quantization
residuals. Both the compressed residuals and the hiding data were embedded into the LSB of the original image. In
the data extracting process, the original image can be recovered by adding decompressed quantization residuals to quan-
tized gray values in the marked image. Chang et al. [4] presented a reversible data hiding algorithm based on the pre-
dictive coding. In the data embedding process, the predictive coding is first performed to predict the gray value of each
pixel, and then the hiding data can be embedded by modifying the these predicted gray values. In the data extracting
process, the predictive coding is performed again to extract the embedded data and restore the original gray value of
each pixel. Although the above four reversible data hiding algorithms [12,25,1,4] have higher embedding capacity, the
peak signal to noise ratios (PSNRs) between the original image and the marked one for the four algorithms are some de-
graded and they are time-consuming.

Recently, Ni et al. [22] presented a novel reversible data hiding algorithm based on the histogram modification tech-
nique. Using the greedy approach, the histogram of the original image is first segmented into several non-overlapped
intervals and each interval is bounded by a peak-valley pair. The key idea in Ni et al. [22]’s algorithm is that the pixels
contributed to the peak point of each peak-valley pair in the histogram can be used to embed data by slightly modifying
their gray values. Experimental results showed that the capacity of the reversible data hiding can be significantly in-
creased by embedding the data into peak points of the histogram. Especially, due to only modifying the gray values of
concerned pixels slightly, the PSNR lower bound of Ni et al.’s algorithm is higher than any one of all existing reversible
data hiding algorithms.

Instead of using the greedy approach in Ni et al.’s algorithm to select the set of peak-valley pairs heuristically, this paper
presents a dynamic programming approach to determine the most suitable set of peak-valley pairs and the determined set
can maximize the embedding capacity while has the similar image quality performance. Based on some artificial map
images, experimental results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm has 9% embedding capacity improvement ratio
and has the similar image quality performance when compared to Ni et al.’s algorithm although it has some execution-time
degradation. For natural images, the embedding capacity of Ni et al.’s algorithm is very close to the maximal embedding
capacity obtained by our proposed algorithm. Furthermore, the comparison between our proposed dynamic program-
ming-based algorithm and the reversible data hiding algorithm by Chang et al. is investigated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Ni et al.’s reversible data hiding algorithm is surveyed. In Sec-
tion 3, our proposed dynamic programming-based algorithm is presented to maximize the embedding capacity of Ni et al.’s
algorithm. In Section 4, some experiments are carried out to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed algorithm. Finally,
some concluding remarks are addressed in Section 5.
2. Past work by Ni et al.

In Ni et al.’s algorithm, the data is embedded into the original image by slightly modifying its histogram. Assume that we
have an original image I and its histogram H(I) is shown in Fig. 1a. For ease of exposition, let h(x) denote the number of pixels
with gray value x 2 [0,255]. In Fig. 1a, it can be observed that the gray value p is the peak point in H(I) since h(p) > h(x) for all
x – p; that is, p is the most frequent gray value appeared in the original image I. In addition, gray value v is the valley point in
peak

valley

0 255p v vp0 255 2550 p vp+1

a b c

Fig. 1. The main idea in Ni et al.’s algorithm. (a) A histogram example with only one peak point and one valley point. (b) Shift the interval (p,v) to the right
by one unit. (c) Embedding the data into the positions with gray levels p and p + 1.
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H(I) since h(v) < h(x) for all x – v. From the histogram H(I) and the peak-valley pair hp,vi, the hiding data, represented by the
binary string Bh, can be embedded into the original image I by the following embedding procedure:

Step 1. If h(v) > 0, the positions of pixels with gray value v are transformed into a binary string Bv and then the hiding data Bh

and Bv are combined to form a new binary string B0h. The binary string Bv contains the overhead information for
recovering the original image from the marked one.

Step 2. If p < v, shift the rectangular bars corresponding to the gray values within the interval [p + 1,v � 1] in the histogram
to the right by one unit by adding one to gray values of the pixels with gray values within [p + 1,v � 1] (see Fig. 1b). If
p > v, shift the rectangular bars corresponding to the gray values within [v + 1,p � 1] in the histogram to the left by
one unit by subtracting one from the gray values of the pixels with gray values within [v + 1,p � 1].

Step 3. Scan the original image to select the pixels with gray value p to embed B0h. For each selected pixel, its gray value
remains p when the corresponding embedded bit in B0h is 0 and is modified to p + 1 (or p � 1) when the correspond-
ing embedded bit is 1 for the case of p < v (or p > v) (see Fig. 1c).

From the above three steps, we can embed hðvÞ � OBv bits of hiding data into the peak-valley pair hp,viwhere OBv denotes
the number of bits required in the binary string Bv. The condition hðvÞ � OBv > 0 holds because h(p) is usually much larger
than h(v). Since the upper bound on the mean square error (MSE) between the original image and the marked image is 1, the
PSNR lower bound of Ni et al.’s algorithm is 48:13 ¼ 10log10

2552

12

� �
and it is higher than those of all existing reversible data

hiding algorithms.
Given a marked image, the following extracting procedure can be used to extract the hidden data and reverse the marked

image back to the original one:

Step 1. Scan the marked image in the same order used in the embedding process. For each pixel examined, a bit 0 is
extracted if the gray value is p and a bit 1 is extracted if the gray value is p + 1 (or p � 1) for the case of p < v (or
p > v). After examining all pixels, a binary string B0h can be obtained to retrieve the hiding data string Bh and the over-
head information string Bv.

Step 2. Scan the marked image again. for the case of p < v (or p > v), decrease (or increase) the gray values of the pixels with
gray values within [p + 2,v] ([v,p � 2]).

Step 3. Transform the overhead information string Bv to locate the corresponding pixel positions. Reset the gray value of
each located pixel to v to recover the original image.

Naturally, the embedding capacity can be enhanced by considering more than one peak-valley pair for embedding the
hiding data. For the original image I, n valley points v1,v2, . . .,vn, where 0 < v1 < v2 < � � � < vn < 255, are first selected from
the histogram H(I). Since the two gray values 0 and 255 are not used in Ni et al.’s algorithm, we let v0 and vn+1 denote
two pseudo valley points where v0 = 0 and vn+1 = 255 for easy exposition; the two pseudo valley points are only used for
explaining the peak-valley pair selection, instead of constructing the peak-valley pairs. In practical implementation, for each
valley point vi, 0 < i < n + 1, one of the two conditions hðpiÞ � hðv iÞ � Ov i

> 0 and hðpiþ1Þ � hðv iÞ � Ov i
> 0 must be held where

pi and pi+1 denote two peak points in the intervals (vi�1,vi) and (vi,vi+1), respectively; Ov i
is the number of bits needed for

recording the position of each pixel with gray value vi and it is defined by Ov i
¼ ½log2ðmaxðW ;HÞÞ� � 2 where W and H is

the width and height of the input image. According to the following peak-valley pair selection procedure, n peak-valley pairs,
hpi,v1i, hp2,v2i, . . ., hpn,vni, can be determined in a greedy way to satisfy the memory requirement for the hiding data Bh and
the overhead information string Bv:

Step 1. For two intervals (v0,v1) and (vn,vn+1), select two gray values p(1)(0) and p(n)(n+1), v0 < p(1)(0) < v1 and vn < p(n)(n+1) < vn+1,
as two peak points.

Step 2. For each interval (vi,vi+1), 1 < i < n, select two gray values p(i)(i+1) and p(i+1)(i), vi < p(i)(i+1) < p(i+1)(i) < vi+1, as two peak
points.

Step 3. For each vi, 1 < i < n, if h(p(i)(i�1)) > h(p(i)(i+1)), set pi = p(i)(i�1); otherwise, set pi = p(i)(i+1). Consequently, n peak-valley
pairs hp1,v1i, hp2,v2i, . . ., hpn,vni are determined.

After obtaining n peak-valley pairs, running the embedding procedure on each peak-valley pair can embed the hiding data
Bh and the overhead information Bv into the original image. Similarly, applying the extracting process to each peak-valley
pair can retrieve the hiding data Bh and recover the original image.
3. The proposed dynamic programming-based algorithm for maximizing embedding capacity

Since each peak-valley pair in Ni et al.’s reversible data hiding algorithm is determined by using the greedy approach, it
may not achieve the maximal embedding capacity goal. In this section, the analysis is first provided to measure the maximal
capacity of the histogram, and then our proposed dynamic programming-based data hiding algorithm is presented to deter-
mine the most suitable peak-valley pairs in order to maximize the embedding capacity and preserve the image quality.
Please cite this article in press as: K.-L. Chung et al., Capacity maximization for reversible data hiding based on dynamic ...,
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3.1. Maximal embedding capacity of the histogram

Given the histogram H(I) of the input image I with size W � H, let hx0,x1i, x0 < x1, denote a gray value-pair. The value-pair
hx0,x1i can be viewed as a peak-valley pair hp,viwhere v = min(h(x0),h(x1)) and p = max(h(x0),h(x1)). The embedding capacity
C(x0,x1) provided by the value-pair hx0,xii can be defined by
Plea
Appl
Cðhx0; x1iÞ ¼ Cðhv ;piÞ ¼ hðpÞ � hðvÞ � Ov ; ð1Þ
where Ov is the number of bits required for recording the position of each pixel with gray value v and it is defined by
Ov = dlog2(max(W,H))e � 2.

Let Pm denote the set of m gray value-pairs for embedding the data and it is defined by Pm = {hx00,x01i, hx10,x11i, . . ., hx(m�1)0,
x(m�1)1i} where xi0 < xi1; for i – j, the intersection of two intervals (xi0,xi1) and (xj0,xj1) is empty, i.e. (xi0,xi1) \ (xj0,xj1) = /. The
set Pm provides C(Pm)-bit capacity for embedding data where CðPmÞ ¼

Pm�1
i¼0 Cðhxi0; xi1iÞ. For the element hxm0,xm1i 2 Pm, add-

ing the element hxm0,xm1i to the set Pm can increase C(hxk0,xk1i)-bit capacity which is defined by
DCðPm; hxm0; xm1iÞ ¼
Cðhxm0; xm1iÞ; if ðxm0; xm1Þ \ ðxi0; xi1Þ ¼ / for all fxi0; xi1g 2 Pm;

�1; otherwise:

�
ð2Þ
In Eq. (2), DC(Pm, hxm0,xm1i) = �1means that hxm0,xm1i is illegal and prohibitive to be added to the set Pm for embedding the
data.

According to the increasing function DC(Pm, hxm0,xm1i), we now discuss how to select the most suitable gray value-pairs to
maximize the embedding capacity of H(I). Let C*(k) denote the maximal embedding capacity provided that the most suitable
k gray value-pairs have been determined; let C*(k, hxj0,xj1i) denote the maximal embedding capacity that we can embed the
hidding data into the image I provided that the most suitable k gray value-pairs including the gray value-pair hxj0,xj1i have
been determined and these k gray value-pairs are denoted by the set P�k;hxj0 ;xj1i.

For k = 1, there are at most 32;640 ¼
P255

i¼1 i
� �

gray value-pairs to be considered and C*(1) is i = 1 given by
C�ð1Þ ¼ max
P�1;hxj0 ;xj1 i

2P�1;A
ðC�ð1; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ; ð3Þ
where C�ð1; hxj0; xj1iÞ ¼ Cðhxj0; xj1iÞ; P�1;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ hxj0; xj1i, and P�1;A ¼ [jP
�
1;hxj0 ;xj1i. For k = 2, we thus have:
C�ð2; hxj0; xj1iÞ ¼ max
P�1;hxi0 ;xi1 i

2P�1;A
ðC�ð1; hxi0; xi1iÞ þ DCðP�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ: ð4Þ
On the other hand, the set P�2;hxj0 ;xj1i, can be determined by
P�2;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ hxj0; xj1i [ arg max
P�1;hxi0 ;xi1 i

2P�1;A
ðC�ð1; hxi0; xi1iÞ þ DCðP�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ: ð5Þ
From C*(2,hxj0,xj1i) and P�2;hxj0 ;xj1i, the value of C*(2) is obtained by
C�ð2Þ ¼ max
P�2;hxj0 ;xj1 i

2P�2;A
ðC�ð2; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ; ð6Þ
where P�2;A ¼ [jP
�
2;hxj0 ;xj1i. By the same arguments, for 3 < k < 128, where ‘128’ denotes the maximal number of the gray value-

pairs that we can select for embedding data, C*(k) is defined by
C�ðkÞ ¼ max
P�k;hxj0 ;xj1i2P�

k;A

ðC�ðk; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ; ð7Þ
where
ðC�ðk; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ ¼ max
P�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1 i2P�

k�1;A

ðC�ðk� 1; hxi0; xi1iÞ þ DCðP�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ;

P�k;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ hxj0; xj1i [ arg max
P�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1 i

2P�k�1;A

ðC�ðk� 1; hxi0; xi1iÞ þ DCðP�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ;
and P�k;A ¼ [jP
�
k;hxj0 ;xj1i. Consequently, the maximal embedding capacity of HðIÞ; C�hðHðIÞÞ, can be determined by
C�hðHðIÞÞ ¼ max
16k6128

C�ðkÞ: ð8Þ
3.2. The proposed dynamic programming-based capacity maximization algorithm

Following the two kernel equations derived in the last subsection, Eqs. (7) and (8), this subsection presents our proposed
dynamic programming-based inversible data hiding algorithm to achieve the capacity maximization goal. For realizing the
proposed dynamic programming-based approach, we use the array M with size 128 � 256 � 256 to record all the values of
C*(k,xj0,xj1)’s and we have M[k � 1][xj0][xj1] = C*(k, hxj0,xj1i); the array N with size 128 � 256 � 256 is used to record all the
found gray value-pairs which are corresponding to the optimal path determined at the end of the dynamic programming
se cite this article in press as: K.-L. Chung et al., Capacity maximization for reversible data hiding based on dynamic ...,
. Math. Comput. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.amc.2008.10.066
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process; the array P with size 1 � 128 is used to record the most suitable gray value-pairs in the array N. Our proposed dy-
namic programming-based algorithm consists of the following six steps:

Step 1. Initialize each entry of the three arrays M, N, and P to be �1, h�1,�1i, and h�1,�1i, respectively. From
C*(1,hxj0,xj1i) = C(hxj0,xj1i) and P�1;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ hxj0; xj1i, we set M[0][xj0][xj1] = C(hxj0,xj1i) and N[0][xj0][xj1] = hxj0,xj1i for
0 6 < xj0 6 254, 1 < xj1 6 255, and xj0 < xj1. In addition, set P�1;A ¼ [jP

�
1;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ [jN½0�½xj0�½xj1� to save all gray value-

pairs hxj0,xj1i’s. Set the variable k to be 2.
Step 2. Perform
Please
Appl. M
M½k� 1�½xj0�½xj1� ¼ C�ðk; hxj0; xj1iÞ ¼ max
P�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i2P�

k�1;A

ðC�ðk� 1; hxi0; xi1iÞ þ DCðP�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ;
and
N½k� 1�½xj0�½xj1� ¼ arg max
P�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i2P�

k�1;A

ðC�ðk� 1; xi0; xi1Þ þ DCðP�k�1;hxi0 ;xi1i; hxj0; xj1iÞÞ:

In addition, we set P�k;hxj0 ;xj1i ¼ hxj0; xj1i [ N½k� 1�½xj0�½xj1� and P�k;A ¼ [jP
�
k;hxj0 ;xj1i, and then by Eq. (7), the maximal

embedding capacity C*(k) can be calculated.

Step 3. If C*(k) – �1 or k < 128, perform k = k + 1 and go to Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4. By Eq. (8), the maximal embedding capacity of the histogram, C�hðHðIÞÞ, is calculated by
C�hðHðIÞÞ ¼ max
16k6128

C�ðkÞ

and the number of gray value-pairs results in maximal embedding capacity determined by

k� ¼ arg max
16k6128

C�ðkÞ:

Further, the k*th most suitable gray value-pair is recorded in P[k* � 1] and it yields

P½k� � 1� ¼ arg max
hxj0 ;xj1i

M½k� � 1�½xj0�½xj1�:

Set ‘ = k* � 1.

Step 5. Determine the ‘th most suitable peak-valley pair by performing
P½‘� 1� ¼ N½‘�½x�0�½‘
�
1�;

where hx�0; x�1i ¼ P½‘�.

Step 6. Perform ‘ = ‘ � 1. If ‘ < 1, we stop the algorithm; otherwise, go to Step 5.

After completing the above dynamic programming-based algorithm, the most suitable k* gray value-pairs, i.e. the deter-
mined k* peak-valley pairs, have been determined to maximize the embedding capacity. Based on each determined peak-val-
ley pair, the embedding procedure mentioned in Section 2 is adopted to embed the proper substring of the hiding data into
the original image. After examining all the determined peak-valley pair, the embedding procedure can iteratively embed all
the hiding data with C*(k*) bits into the original image.

4. Experimental results

In this section, first some experimental results are demonstrated to evaluate the embedding capacity comparison, the im-
age quality, and the execution-time requirement between Ni et al.’s reversible data hiding algorithm and ours. Further, we
compare our proposed algorithm with Chang et al.’s reversible data algorithm [4] in terms of the same three evaluation
items. All the concerned three reversible data hiding algorithm are run on the IBM compatible Pentium IV microprocessor
with 3.2 GHz and 1.5 GB RAM. The operating system is MS-Windows XP and the program developing environment is Borland
C++ Builder 6.0.

Based on three testing map images as shown in Fig. 2a–c with sizes 739 � 814, 589 � 719, and 683 � 822, respectively,
Table 1a indicates that the average embedding capacity gain is 23,932 bits and the average embedding capacity improve-
ment ratio is 9% under the overhead listed in Table 1b. In fact, our proposed dynamic programming-based approach reveals
that this average embedding capacity gain is the maximal embedding capacity gain that we can make for the three testing
images. As shown in Table 1c, our proposed algorithm has little image quality degradation. As shown in Table 1d, Ni et al.’s
algorithm is much faster than our proposed algorithm. Table 1e indicates that surprisingly, our proposed dynamic program-
ming-based algorithm only needs 15 peak-valley pairs in average such that the maximal embedding capacity can be
achieved while Ni et al.’s algorithm needs 40 peak-valley pairs in average.

Based on the same three testing images, we also compare Chang et al.’s reversible data hiding algorithm with our pro-
posed algorithm. Table 2 indicates that in average, our proposed algorithm has much better image quality and execution-
time performance although Chang et al.’s algorithm has better embedding capacity.
cite this article in press as: K.-L. Chung et al., Capacity maximization for reversible data hiding based on dynamic ...,
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Fig. 2. Three testing images.

Table 1
Performance comparison between Ni et al.’s algorithm and our proposed algorithm.

Fig. 2a Fig. 2b Fig. 2c

(a) Embedding capacity comparison
Ni et al.’s algorithm 269,655 228,324 279,719
The proposed algorithm 309,251 242,418 297,826
Embedding capacity gain 39,596 14,094 18,107

Average improvement ratio 9%

(b) Overhead comparison
Ni et al.’s algorithm 56,160 41,320 57,500
The proposed algorithm 43,700 31,080 49,460

(c) PSNR comparison
Ni et al.’s algorithm 49.0 49.6 49.2
The proposed algorithm 48.7 49.0 48.9

(d) Execution-time comparison
Ni et al.’s algorithm 0.0009 0.001 0.0009
The proposed algorithm 11 23 21

(e) Number of peak-valley pairs selected
Ni et al.’s algorithm 45 36 40
The proposed algorithm 9 24 13
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Table 2
Performance comparison between Chang et al.’s algorithm and our proposed algorithm.

Chang et al.’ s algorithm The proposed algorithm

Embedding capacity 326,139 283,165
PSNR 34.5 48.2
Execution-time 41 15
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Fig. 3. Histograms of Fig. 1. (a) Histogram of Fig. 1a. (b) Histogram of Fig. 1b. (c) Histogram of Fig. 1c.

Table 3
Embedding capacity comparison between Ni et al.’s algorithm and our proposed algorithm for Lena image, pepper image, and baboon image.

Lena Pepper Baboon

Ni et al.’s algorithm 5590 5339 5877
The proposed algorithm 5590 5356 5895
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Although our proposed algorithm provides 9% average embedding capacity improvement ratio for map images, the his-
togram of each natural image usually generates few peak-valley pairs to embed the hiding data and it limits the embedding
capacity. Fig. 3 illustrates the three histograms of the three map images as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the three histograms
of the three natural images, Lena, pepper, and baboon. When comparing Figs. 3 and 4, it can be observed that the three map
images as shown in Fig. 2 contain more peak-valley pairs than those in the three natural images. Table 3 shows the embed-
ding capacity comparison between Ni et al.’s algorithm and our proposed algorithm for Lena image, pepper image, and
baboon image, and we find that the embedding capacity of Ni et al.’s algorithm is very close to that of our proposed
algorithm.
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Fig. 4. The histogram of three images, Lena, pepper, and baboon. (a) Histogram of Lena. (b) Histogram of pepper. (c) Histogram of baboon.
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5. Conclusion

Instead of using the greedy approach by Ni et al.’s algorithm, our proposed dynamic programming-based reversible data
hiding algorithm has been presented. The proposed algorithm can determine the most suitable peak-valley pairs such that
the embedding capacity can be maximized and the high image quality can be kept. However, the proposed algorithm has
some execution-time degradation. The major contribution of this paper is that the proposed dynamic programming-based
algorithm can maximize the embedding capacity of Ni et al.’s algorithm. Furthermore, the comparison between our proposed
dynamic programming-based algorithm and the reversible data hiding algorithm by Chang et al. is investigated.

According to our experiments, although our proposed algorithm has good performance for map images, the histogram of
each natural images usually generates few peak-valley pairs to embed the hiding data and it limits the embedding capacity.
How to improve Ni et al.’s algorithm and apply it to natural images is an interesting research issue. Further, how to reduce
the number of bits required for recording the position of each pixel corresponding to the valley point is another interesting
research issue.
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